Aerosol Emissions from Great Lakes Harmful Algal Blooms
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ABSTRACT: In freshwater lakes, harmful algal blooms (HABs) of Cyanobacteria (blue-green algae) produce toxins that impact human health. However, little is known about the lake spray aerosol (LSA) produced from wave-breaking in freshwater HABs. In this study, LSA were produced in the laboratory from freshwater samples collected from Lake Michigan and Lake Erie during HAB and nonbloom conditions. The incorporation of biological material within the individual HAB-influenced LSA particles was examined by single-particle mass spectrometry, scanning electron microscopy with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, and fluorescence microscopy. Freshwater with higher blue-green algae content produced higher number fractions of individual LSA particles that contained biological material, showing that organic molecules of biological origin are incorporated in LSA from HABs. The number fraction of individual LSA particles containing biological material also increased with particle diameter (greater than 0.5 μm), a size dependence that is consistent with previous studies of sea spray aerosol impacted by phytoplankton blooms. Similar to sea spray aerosol, organic carbon markers were most frequently observed in individual LSA particles less than 0.5 μm in diameter. Understanding the transfer of biological material from freshwater to the atmosphere via LSA is crucial for determining health and climate effects of HABs.

INTRODUCTION

Eutrophication of freshwater resulting from increased anthropogenic nutrient loading has led to a global increase in harmful algal blooms (HABs), which are typically caused by Cyanobacteria (blue-green algae). Biogenic organic toxins (e.g., microcystis) contained within, and introduced into the aquatic environment by, blue-green algae (BGA) are a threat to both human and animal health through direct ingestion. Marine wave breaking under HAB conditions introduces toxic HAB products into the atmosphere alongside sea spray aerosol (SSA), with air concentrations of toxins as low as 2–7 ng m⁻³ inducing upper respiratory symptoms, suggesting the same process could occur in freshwater. Since freshwater recreational activity aerosolizes toxic HAB products (0.1–0.4 ng m⁻³), it is likely that freshwater wave breaking producing lake spray aerosol (LSA) under HAB conditions may be a previously unrecognized exposure route for HAB toxins. However, the only previous measurements of LSA chemical composition, which showed that the inorganic composition of LSA is reflective of freshwater, occurred during a period of low biological activity in Lake Michigan. As a result, there is currently a lack of understanding of how freshwater HABs affect the incorporation of biological material in LSA.

The relationship between seawater composition and SSA can inform our currently limited understanding of the links between the compositions of freshwater and LSA. Organics present in SSA are enriched relative to bulk seawater due to two mechanisms in the bubble bursting particle production method. Hydrophobic organic matter first accumulates at the surface of bubbles as they rise through the water column, and then organic in the sea surface microlayer (60 μm thick) are added to the bubble surface. The concentration of organics at the bubble surface is then translated to an enrichment of organics in particles formed from droplets produced from the fragmentation of the bubble film cap. It is likely, given that organic material is also concentrated in films at the surface of freshwater (100 μm thick), that LSA also become enriched in organics relative to bulk freshwater concentrations through...
the same mechanisms identified for SSA. Dissolved organic content in freshwater without algal blooms (10–180 μM C)20–22 and with algal blooms (400 μM C)23 is similar in concentration to seawater without and with algal blooms (80 and 50–300 μM C, respectively).22,24,25 The lower inorganic ion concentration in freshwater (0.05–0.15 g L−1)26 compared to seawater (35 g L−1)25 results in a higher ratio of organic to inorganic content in freshwater compared to seawater.27 Therefore, organics may comprise a larger fraction by mass in LSA compared to SSA, likely impacting particle hygroscopicity and reactivity.28,29 The enrichment of organics in particles affects cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) activity of SSA, and possibly of LSA, as the addition of less water-soluble organic species to salt particles decreases the overall hygroscopicity and increases the diameter at which particles can activate as CCN.29 In addition, organic compounds and biological material aerosolized from marine algal blooms by bubble bursting30 contribute to marine ice nucleating particle (INP) populations,31–36 and organic compounds and biological material aerosolized from freshwater algal blooms may do the same in freshwater environments. Furthermore, biological species in freshwater with the potential to act as INP37 are two to three orders of magnitude higher concentration in than in seawater.38 These potential climate impacts of LSA may be reduced, compared to SSA, by the lower concentration of particles produced from bubble-bursting in freshwater compared to seawater.27 However, the distribution of organic and biological material across the population of bubble bursting particles (i.e., mixing state) plays an important role in determining their climate properties.39–41

Blue-green algae are the most widespread and common cause of HABs in the Laurentian Great Lakes of North America and have become increasingly important due to their significant resurgence near population centers.2,42 The Great Lakes are characterized by large surface area, frequent high wind speeds, and significant fetch, leading to extensive wave breaking, which is conducive to LSA production.43 LSA with variable biological content could be produced throughout the region due to the variability in the BGA concentration across the Great Lakes.2 Since the Laurentian Great Lakes system is a contiguous body of water, the effect of blue-green algae concentrations on LSA composition can be examined using samples collected from different lakes because of their similar inorganic ion composition.44 In this study, freshwater samples were collected from Lake Erie and Lake Michigan from three locations with varying levels of BGA.44 The freshwater samples were used to generate LSA in the laboratory using a recently constructed laboratory LSA generator with a plunging jet system27 that produces particles analogous to natural wave-breaking.45 Individual particles were analyzed using single-particle mass spectrometry and microscopy to determine size-resolved chemical composition. Chemical signatures of individual LSA particles were identified based on inorganic, organic, and biological ion markers. For each of the three freshwater samples, the relationship between freshwater BGA concentration and LSA chemical composition was examined. Fluorescence microscopy provided additional confirmation of the incorporation of biological material within individual particles. This information can be used for future identification of atmospheric LSA produced from freshwater of varying HAB content through field studies.

**EXPERIMENTAL METHODS**

**Freshwater Sample Collection and Aerosol Generation.** Freshwater was collected from the top ∼5 cm of the surface of three Great Lake sites in 8 L LDPE carboys. The three samples and corresponding collection times were as follows: (1) Lake Erie - Maumee Bay State Park, Oregon, Ohio (N 41.686365, W −83.372286) collected on September 12, 2014, (2) Lake Erie - Catawba Island State Park, Port Clinton, Ohio (N 41.573131, W −82.857192) collected on September 12, 2014, and (3) Lake Michigan – Washington Park Beach, Michigan City, Indiana (N 41.727573, W −86.909516) collected on October 12, 2014. An additional freshwater sample was collected from the Lake Erie - Maumee location on September 20, 2017 to test the effect of freshwater sample freezing on LSA composition. Figure 1 shows the sampling locations on a NASA MODIS satellite image from September 17, 2014, the nearest clear sky day that allowed for a full visualization of the Great Lakes; photographs of the surface freshwater at the three sites at the time of collection are also shown. For comparison, Supporting Information (SI) Figure S1 shows NASA MODIS satellite images from October 12, 2014 and September 22, 2017, the nearest clear sky days that allowed for a full visualization of the Great Lakes; a photograph of the September 20, 2017 Lake Erie – Maumee surface freshwater is also shown. During freshwater sampling, a hand-held spectrophotometer (AquaFluor 8000) measured BGA content through phycocyanin fluorescence, which serves as an indicator for algal cell and microcystin concentrations.44

The three 2014 freshwater samples were frozen (−20 °C) after sampling for storage over a period of 20 months and thawed prior to aerosol generation in a laboratory LSA generator. Half of the 2017 Lake Erie – Maumee freshwater sample was used for aerosol generation in the laboratory LSA generator on the day of collection. The other half of the 2017 Lake Erie - Maumee freshwater sample was frozen (−20 °C)
after sampling for storage over a period of 24 h and thawed prior to aerosol generation in the laboratory LSA generator. Details of the LSA generator construction, operation, and validation studies are provided by May et al. Briefly, the LSA generator circulates 4 L of freshwater sample at 2 L min−1 via a diaphragm pump into four plunging jets, which creates bubbles that burst at the freshwater sample surface to generate aerosol particles. During all experiments the tank was kept at room temperature (23 ± 1 °C) with a relative humidity (RH) of 85%. Generated freshwater aerosols were passed through two silica gel diffusion dryers to achieve a RH of ~15% before measurement to reduce the suppression of negative ion formation by particle phase water in the single-particle mass spectrometer.46 Prior to particle generation, particle-free air (Pall, HEPA Capsule Filter) was cycled through the LSA generator. Background particle concentrations were negligible (<20 particles cm−3; < 5%), in comparison to the average total particle concentration generated from the freshwater samples (~750 particles cm−3), and below sizes (da < 250 nm) chemically analyzed by single particle techniques. The aerosol number size distributions and total aerosol concentrations (SI Figure S2) for each LSA sample were measured by a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS), consisting of a differential mobility analyzer (DMA; TSI Inc., model 3082) and a CPC (TSI Inc., model 3775) for particles with electrical mobility diameters (da) between 14.1 and 736.5 nm, as well as an aerodynamic particle sizer (APS; TSI Inc., model 3321) for particles with aerodynamic diameters (dA) between 0.52 and 19.8 μm.

**Single Particle Analysis.** An aerosol time-of-flight mass spectrometer (ATOFMS) was used for the real-time analysis of the size and chemical composition of individual LSA particles ranging from vacuum aerodynamic diameters of 0.25−1.5 μm. Briefly, particles enter the instrument through an aerodynamic focusing lens creating a narrow particle beam. Particles are then accelerated to terminal velocities, which are measured by the time a particle takes to pass between two continuous wave lasers, with wavelengths of 488 and 405 nm, respectively, separated by 6 cm. Particle aerodynamic diameter is obtained by calibrating size dependent particle terminal velocity using polystyrene latex spheres of known diameter (0.1−2.5 μm) and density (1 g/cm3). Individual particles entering the mass spectrometer are desorbed and ionized by a 266 nm Nd:YAG laser (1.2 mJ) generating positive and negative ions. Ions are detected using a dual polarity time-of-flight mass spectrometer. All particle measurements discussed here describe nascent LSA, sampled less than 10 s following production, thus minimizing subsequent chemical processing of these particles. 8857 particles were chemically analyzed by ATOFMS for the 2014 Lake Michigan - Michigan City sample, 11 407 particles for the 2014 Lake Erie - Maumee sample, and 9827 particles for the 2014 Lake Erie - Catawba sample. 4651 particles were chemically analyzed by ATOFMS for the 2017 Lake Erie - Maumee sample prefreeze experiment and 5255 particles for the 2017 Lake Erie - Maumee sample post-freeze experiment. Mass spectral peak identifications correspond to the most probable ion(s) for a given m/z ratio based on previous studies. Relative peak area searches for combinations of inorganic, organic, and biological marker ions within single-particle mass spectra were completed using the MATLAB toolkit FATES (Flexible Analysis Toolkit for the Exploration of Single-particle mass spectrometry data) to identify and separate the distinct single-particle types observed. The effect of the freeze−thaw process on the observed individual particle chemical composition is described in the Supporting Information (SI).

A microanalysis particle sampler (MPS, California Measurements, Inc.) impacted particles from the three 2014 freshwater samples onto Formvar coated copper microscopy grids (Ted Pella, Inc.) for analysis by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and onto aluminum foil for fluorescence analysis. The MPS is operated at 2 L min−1 and consists of 3 stages with aerodynamic diameter size cuts of 2.5−50 μm for stage 1, 0.7−2.5 μm for stage 2, and <0.7 μm for stage 3. Particles collected on stage 3 of the MPS were analyzed using a Quantas environmental scanning electron microscope (ESEM, FEI). The FEI Quanta was operated at 20 kV and used a high angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector and an EDAX energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) detector to collect images and EDX spectra of 30 individual particles, respectively. In addition, particle circularity distributions were determined using SEM for 1250 particles from the Lake Michigan - Michigan City sample, 2016 particles from the Lake Erie - Catawba sample, and 1766 particles from the Lake Erie - Maumee sample, from stages 2 and 3 of the MPS.

Particles from the three 2014 freshwater samples collected on stage 2 of the MPS were analyzed with a Raman microspectrometer (Horiba LabRAM HR Evolution) with a confocal microscope (100x objective) and a Nd:YAG laser (532 nm, 50 mW) for fluorescence analysis. The Raman spectrometer was operated in Swift mode with a 600 groove/mm grating and used a CCD detector. Fluorescence spectra were acquired from 545 to 605 nm over an area of 50 × 53 μm with a step size of 0.5 μm using 0.1 s acquisitions to create fluorescence maps of individual particles. Representative fluorescence maps of individual particles for each sample are shown in SI Figure S3. The summed fluorescence intensities of 5 maps, each with ~20 particles, for each sample were averaged together and normalized to the highest average fluorescence intensity sample.

### RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**LSA Particle Chemical Composition & Morphology.** Three distinct individual types of particles were identified by ATOFMS from the LSA generated in the laboratory from the freshwater surface samples. These three individual particle types are identified as LSA primarily composed of inorganic salts (LSA-Salt), LSA with elevated organic carbon content (LSA-Organic), and LSA with biological material (LSA-Bio). This classification of LSA particle types is consistent with previous single particle mass spectrometry studies of laboratory generated SSA, which defined particle types on a scale of increasing organic and biological content: sea salt (SS), sea salt with organic carbon (SS-OC), bioparticles (Bio), and organic carbon (OC). The seawater-sourced OC particles are typically smaller in diameter (<0.2 μm) than the lower size limit (0.25 μm) of the ATOFMS used in this study, such that freshwater-sourced OC particles may not be expected to be detected herein, as observed. Average dual polarity mass spectra from all three freshwater samples are shown for each of the three particle types, with major ions labeled, in Figure 2. Differences in mass spectra, calculated as the difference between the average mass spectra between pairs of particle types, highlight the major changes in composition between the three particle types and are shown in SI Figure S4.
The individual LSA-Salt particle mass spectra were characterized by \( m/z +40 \) [Ca\(^+\)] as the highest intensity peak (Figure 2A), reflective of calcium as the highest concentration in Great Lakes freshwater\(^{26}\) and consistent with previous ATOFMS analyses of LSA generated from Lake Michigan freshwater with low BGA concentration (11 ppb).\(^7\) Minor inorganic ion peaks included \( m/z +23 \) [Na\(^+\)], \(+24\) [Mg\(^+\)], \(+39\) [K\(^+\)], and \(+56\) [Ca\(^+\)]. The LSA-Salt particle mass spectra were further defined by the lack of significant organic ions in the positive ion mass spectra. The LSA-Salt particle type negative ion mass spectrum was characterized by \( m/z -26\) [CN\(^-\)] and \(-42\) [CNO\(^-\)], representative of organic nitrogen,\(^{40}\) as the most prominent peaks, consistent with our previous ATOFMS study of laboratory generated LSA from a Lake Michigan freshwater sample.\(^7\)

The individual LSA-Organic particle mass spectra (Figure 2B) exhibited similar inorganic ions as the LSA-Salt particle mass spectra, again with \( m/z +40\) [Ca\(^+\)] as the most prominent peak in the positive ion mass spectrum. However, the LSA-Organic particle mass spectra were differentiated from the LSA-Salt particle mass spectra by the presence of significant \( m/z +66\) [CaCN\(^+\)] and \(+82\) [CaCNO\(^+\)] peaks, consistent with enhanced organic nitrogen content.\(^{40}\) Additionally, significant organic ions were detected: \( m/z +74\) [N(CH\(_2\))\(_4\)\(^+\)], \(-45\) [CHO\(^-\)], \(-59\) [CH\(_2\)COO\(^-\)], and \(-71\) [C\(_6\)H\(_5\)O\(_2\)\(^-\)] (Figure 2).\(^{48}\) Therefore, similar to the classification of ATOFMS particles in SSA studies, the LSA-Organic particles are similar to the LSA-Salt particles, but with an enrichment in organic carbon internally mixed with the salt particles.\(^{9,40}\)

The individual LSA-Bio particles (Figure 2C) exhibited similar organic and inorganic ions as the LSA-Organic particle mass spectra. However, as shown in the mass spectral difference plots (SI Figure S4) and highlighted in Figure 2, the LSA-Bio particles were distinguished from the LSA-Salt and LSA-Organic particles by the significant presence of \( m/z +89\), suggested to be the common amino acid aspartic acid observed as [Asp–CO\(_2\)]\(^-\), based on previous bioaerosol studies.\(^{51}\) The LSA-Bio particle mass spectra were further defined by the presence of a significant phosphate ion peak (\( m/z -79\) [PO\(_4\)]\(^-\)) (SI Figure S4), which previous ATOFMS studies have found to be unique to particles containing primary biological material, when combined with organic nitrogen ion markers (\( m/z -26\) [CN\(^-\)] and \(-42\) [CNO\(^-\)]).\(^{30,32,53}\) Similar to the established marine biological aerosol mass spectral signature,\(^{40}\) this LSA-Bio mass spectral signature likely represents fragments of BGA cells, which are typically \( 3-7\) \( \mu \)m,\(^{54}\) as well as BGA exudates. Therefore, the LSA-Bio particles could potentially contain toxins from the BGA measured in the freshwater samples. Future measurements to differentiate between toxic and nontoxic biological species in particles are needed to assess the toxicity and public health impacts of the individual LSA-Bio particles.

The identification of the LSA-Salt, LSA-Organic, and LSA-Bio particles by ATOFMS was complemented by EDX analyses of single particle elemental composition (Figure 3). The EDX spectrum of a representative LSA-Salt particle was characterized by inorganic elements Na and Mg, with Ca as the highest intensity peak (Figure 3A), consistent with the ATOFMS mass spectra (Figure 2) and Great Lakes freshwater composition.\(^{26}\) This Ca-dominated elemental composition and cubic morphology is similar to previous SEM-EDX analyses of ambient LSA collected on the coast of Lake Michigan and LSA generated in the laboratory from Lake Michigan freshwater of low BGA concentration.\(^{26}\)
concentration.7 The EDX spectrum of a LSA-Organic particle was also characterized by Ca as the highest intensity peak (Figure 3B), consistent with the LSA-Organic ATOFMS mass spectra (Figure 2) and Great Lakes freshwater;56 however, this particle had lower relative contributions from other inorganic elements present in the EDX spectra of LSA-Salt particles. While the carbon peak in the EDX spectrum is partly due to contributions from the microscopy substrate, the lack of other elements present suggests that carbon and oxygen from organic compounds comprised a significant fraction of the LSA-Organic particle mass. The LSA-Bio particle was further differentiated from the LSA-Organic particle by the presence of N and P, known markers of biological content,55 in the EDX spectra (Figure 3C) and consistent with the ATOFMS spectra. The identification of the individual LSA-Salt, LSA-Organic, and LSA-Bio particles by EDX analysis of single particle elemental composition was further supported by SEM analysis of single particle morphology (Figure 3). The LSA-Salt particle was defined in SEM images by a cubic core surrounded by a circular shell, the result of water loss from the particle after deposition to form a salt crystal.56 Increased total organic carbon concentration in seawater has been shown to disrupt the crystallization of salts in SSA during drying on the substrate resulting in more circular particles.56 In addition, previous SEM analysis demonstrated that LSA generated from Lake Michigan freshwater exhibited increased circularity compared to LSA generated from a synthetic freshwater representative of Great Lakes inorganic ion content without organic content.27 Therefore, the increased circularity of the LSA-Organic particle type observed in the SEM image, in comparison to the LSA-Salt particle type, further supports the increased incorporation of organic carbon identified by EDX analysis. The LSA-Bio particle type exhibited similar circularity to the LSA-Organic particle type, which is consistent with transmission electron microscopy studies of laboratory generated SSA that found biological particles to be circular.57

Effect of Blue Green Algae Content on LSA Composition. A direct relationship was observed between the BGA content of the 2014 surface freshwater samples and the submicrometer and supermicrometer ATOFMS number fractions of individual LSA-Bio particles (Figure 4). The low biological activity Lake Michigan—Michigan City sample (7 ppb BGA) produced the lowest LSA-Bio submicrometer (1 ± 1% (standard error)) and supermicrometer (3 ± 1%) particle number fractions. The Lake Erie—Catawba sample, which had the second highest biological activity (23 ppb BGA), produced the second highest submicrometer (11 ± 1%) and supermicrometer (34 ± 1%) number fractions of LSA-Bio particles. The highest biological activity Lake Erie—Maumee sample (84 ppb BGA) produced the correspondingly highest submicrometer (17 ± 1%) and supermicrometer (44 ± 1%) particle number fractions of LSA-Bio particles. While the measured BGA concentration did not change after freezing and thawing the freshwater, an 8% decrease in the number fraction of LSA-Bio particles and corresponding 10% increase in the number fraction of LSA-Organic particles were observed for the moderate biological activity Lake Erie—Maumee 2017 sample (40 ppb BGA); these changes in LSA composition were likely due to the release of organic material from cell lysis during the freeze–thaw process, as discussed in the SI. Therefore, while future studies should avoid freezing freshwater when possible to avoid biasing the number fraction of individual LSA-Organic particles high and biasing the number fraction of LSA-Bio particles low, this did not impact the overarching trends observed in this study. In addition, a similar positive association between seawater biological content and SSA biological particle type number fraction was shown in a laboratory SSA generation study, where increasing seawater biological content (chlorophyll-a: 0.5–5 mg/m³; heterotrophic bacteria 1 × 10⁶ to 7 × 10⁶ cells/mL) corresponded to the SSA-Bio number fraction increasing from 18% to 30% (using ATOFMS to probe 0.5–3.0 μm particles).56 Therefore, the increase in the number fractions of individual LSA-Bio particles with increasing measured BGA concentration further demonstrates the incorporation of biological material in LSA.

As shown in Figure 5, similar size dependence was observed in the number fractions of LSA-Bio and LSA-Salt particles produced by the three 2014 freshwater samples. For the elevated biological content Lake Erie—Catawba (23 ppb) and Lake Erie—Maumee (84 ppb) freshwater samples, the number fraction of individual LSA-Bio particles increased substantially as particle diameters increased from 0.4 to 1.5 μm (1% to 40% and 3% to 50%, respectively). While evident, this increase was less substantial for the low biological content (7 ppb) Lake Michigan—Michigan City freshwater sample, with the number fraction of individual LSA-Bio particles increasing from 0.6% to 6% for particle diameters from 0.4 to 1.5 μm. Consistent with this size-dependent trend, previous ATOFMS measurements of laboratory generated SSA from an induced phytoplankton bloom observed the greatest contribution of biological aerosols at supermicrometer diameters,5,59,57 which was attributed to the enrichment of biological material in marine jet drops.58 Since the LSA-Bio particles primarily exist at larger diameters resulting from freshwater jet drops,27 the jet drop aerosol
SSA-Organic particle type number fractions from 0.3 to 1.5 μm in diameter. In the marine environment, smaller particles resulting from film drops in the bubble bursting process are enriched in organic compounds due to the high concentration of organics at the surface of seawater and bubbles. Therefore, an increase in the LSA-Organic particle number fractions at smaller particle diameters is consistent with an enrichment in organics at the surface of freshwater, leading to an enrichment in smaller LSA particles resulting from the freshwater bubble bursting process. All freshwater samples produced higher total number fractions (46–60%) of LSA-Organic particles, compared to the total number fractions (23–27%) of SSA-Organic particles generated from subsurface seawater enriched in organic material by a laboratory induced phytoplankton bloom. This is likely due to the higher proportion of organic material relative to inorganic material present in freshwater, compared to seawater, even under phytoplankton bloom conditions. Particle circularity distributions (measured from SEM images), shown in SI Figure S7, demonstrate that, for all three freshwater samples, the distribution maximum was close to 1, indicative of primarily spherical particles. These data are consistent with circularity distributions of particles previously generated from a Lake Michigan freshwater sample and suggest that all of the freshwater samples are comprised of sufficient organic matter to disrupt cubic crystal formation within the LSA.

Normalized average fluorescence intensity derived from fluorescence microspectroscopy mapping of impacted particles (Figure 6 and SI Figure S3) further suggests a direct relationship between the increased contributions of individual LSA-Bio particles with measured BGA concentration. For the lowest BGA concentration (7 ppb), Lake Michigan–Michigan City freshwater sample, the lowest normalized average fluorescence intensity (0.34 ± 0.09 (standard deviation)) was observed. The Lake Erie–Catawba freshwater sample (23 ppb BGA) was characterized by an intermediate normalized average fluorescence intensity (0.7 ± 0.3), and the Lake Erie–Maumee freshwater sample, with the highest BGA concentration (84 ppb), exhibited the highest normalized average fluorescence intensity (1.0 ± 0.3). While a statistically significant increase in fluorescence intensity of particles was only observed between the lowest (7 ppb BGA) and highest (84 ppb BGA) biological...
content samples, it is supportive of the statistically significant increase in the LSA-Bio particle number fractions with increasing freshwater BGA concentration, and provides further evidence of the bubble bursting production of bioaerosols from freshwater environments, with a dependence on biological activity. The increased fluorescence of particles associated with increased BGA concentration is indicative of increased biological particle content as organic molecules of biological origin, such as proteins and coenzymes, exhibit intrinsic fluorescence, providing a means for bioaerosol detection.50,61

**Atmospheric Implications.** This study examined the individual particle chemical composition of LSA generated from freshwater of varying BGA content. Individual LSA particles primarily composed of inorganic salts, inorganic salts with organic compounds, and inorganic salts with biological material were identified, with the biological content of individual LSA particles increasing with freshwater BGA content. This information is essential for improving our currently limited understanding of the potentially wide ranging atmospheric impacts of LSA, particularly in regions with large freshwater surface area, high wind speeds, and increasing HAB concentration, such as the Great Lakes.43,62,63 The identification of biological material associated with individual LSA particles and its relation to BGA concentration in this study demonstrates that freshwater wave breaking should be further studied as a vector for the introduction of aquatic toxins into the atmosphere. The LSA-Bio ATOFMS spectra characterized in this study could thus be used in future field measurements to identify the presence in the ambient atmosphere of potentially toxic bioaerosols produced by wave breaking induced bubble bursting from freshwater containing HABs. However, as the species present in freshwater algal blooms can range in toxicity,64 LSA produced by wave breaking induced bubble bursting from freshwater containing HABs also needs to be studied with techniques that can assess the molecular composition and toxicity of HAB products present to fully assess the public health impacts of freshwater wave breaking.5,66

The identification of biological material associated with individual LSA particles demonstrates freshwater wave breaking as a potentially important process for the introduction of freshwater biological INP into the atmosphere.57,58,67 The relative enrichment of organic compounds in smaller diameter LSA, similar to SSA, is also important to consider in predicting cloud droplet formation. Previous SSA studies have concluded that particles composed mostly of hygroscopic salts will activate into cloud drops at relatively smaller sizes, with the addition of less soluble organic species decreasing the overall hygroscopicity and increasing the size at which the particles can activate. However, studies on the effect of the distribution of inorganic and organic material on the hygroscopic properties of SSA may not be able to fully predict LSA climate impacts because of the differences in inorganic and organic species and associated concentrations present between freshwater and seawater.7 Laboratory measurements of the relationship between freshwater biological activity and LSA INP and CCN activity are needed to improve prediction of LSA climate impacts in models. In addition, field measurements of the size-dependent fluxes of LSA, including those containing biological material, from the freshwater to the atmosphere need to be conducted across various stages of freshwater algal bloom development to improve understanding of LSA production and air quality model simulations.
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